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(DE-FI)ance Magazine Announces Search for Next Generation of Model Talent with Open Casting
and Cover Model Search
(DE-FI) Global INC celebrate beauty in all forms and is excited to announce the launch of (DE-
FI)ance Magazine’s Cover Model Search Open Casting to identify, foster, inspire, and support a new
generation of models that embody a modern and inclusive ideal of beauty and all things bold,
disruptive, and (DE-FI)ant.

Open to aspiring and emerging models ages 14 and better can access the Invitation Request Portal
to the Open Casting on defiglobalinc.com. There, models will be able to submit photographs(images
do not need to be professional and can be taken with a cellphone), and answer a short
questionnaire. Applicants can come from anywhere in the world, they do not need to have any
experience or signed to an agency, and there is no entry fee. The deadline is September 1, 2024.

“(DE-FI)ance Magazine has a legendary track record of discovering the next big thing in fashion.
Supermodel Aube Jolicoeur, Model/Actress Keilah Jude, Designer Sa-Shai Daniels have all
appeared on the cover of (DE-FI)ance in the infancy of their careers. (DE-FI)ance’s “Remember My
Name” section is undefeated in calling who will make it fashion. Fashion talent featured in (DE-
FI)ance have since walked for Versace, designing for A-List celebrities at major red carpet events,
they’ve been featured in Vogue Magazine, and so much more, and they all got their first big break in
(DE-FI)ance Magazine.” said Caressa L. Brown, Owner/Director of (DE-FI) Global INC.

Finalists will be chosen by a committee of (DE-FI) leaders and will be invited to an in-person casting
call during (DE-FI) Fashion Week September 27th-29th, 2024. (10) models will then been invited to
shoot for the cover of (DE-FI)ance Magazine in front of a live audience during the 937 Street Style
Festival at A Weekend of (DE-FI)ance, January 17th-19th, 2025. 

(DE-FI)ance Magazine will be released during Dayton Fashion Week: The Collections, which is
tentatively scheduled for the Spring of 2025. All models invited to the in-person casting call will
receive continued support and mentorship from (DE-FI) Global INC.
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About
(DE-FI) Global INC is a first-of-its-kind volunteer led one stop organization that re(DE-FI)nes what it
means to put community first, live out your wildest dreams, and supporting the needs of emerging
fashion talent as a whole at the same damn time. For interviews or photo opportunities, please
contact Caressa L. Brown, at 937-416-1388 or info@defiglobalinc.com.
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